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Photographs of the WBS-NP 2017-18 Campaign

Safety Ambassadors registering Walk and Be Seen participants at Kitsilano Fall Fair!

A knitted hat using reflective yarn - clearly visible!

Crafters busily creating reflective items!

Sashes and Slaplit™ bands proudly displayed!
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These hats are ready to be distributed!

PedX talk at the Finale by a Safety Ambassador!

Presentation by a Safety Ambassador to seniors

Prizes at the Finale!

Westside Seniors Hub Council and Access and Mobility Committee members at the Finale!
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Introduction and Background
This project took a pilot Walk and Be Seen initiative from 2016-2017 even further into the community
thereby expanding its scope and its impact. The project focused on the awareness of pedestrian
visibility as a component of road safety. The Access and Mobility (A&M) Committee of the Westside
Seniors Hub wanted to strengthen the community leadership capacity of senior volunteers in an even
more intentional manner by reaching out to 40 non-profit seniors groups across Metro Vancouver.
We were fortunate to receive federal government grant funding that made it possible to design these
Walk and Be Seen Neighbourhood Projects (WBS-NP), an initiative that focused on the awareness of
pedestrian visibility as a component of road safety. Senior participants responded to the availability of
free gear and reflective craft supplies by using the items and providing feedback on their use and
feelings of safety. More than two-thirds of campaign participants indicated that they wore the items
regularly and were prepared to make this a habit.
In writing this report, our aim has been to briefly tell how the project rolled out and what we learned.
However, the aliveness of the project is in the volume of qualitative data collected, and particularly the
participant comments that appear in the Appendices. We invite you to browse through them and find
the rich enthusiasm and passion!

Description
With the help of Kitsilano Neighbourhood House staff, a Campaign Coordinator was hired in April
2017 to work on the project for 15 hours per month. The A&M Committee proceeded to plan for Walk
and Be Seen Neighbourhood Projects 2017-2018. In May, an invitation to attend an information event
was issued to 40 community centers and Neighbourhood houses. On June 7th representatives from
21 organizations attended the Setting in Motion session. The rationale for the campaign was
described and expectations for the Partner Organizations (POs) who would launch potential
Neighbourhood Projects were identified:
•

recruit senior volunteer Safety Ambassadors (SAs) to attend a training session

•

sign an Agreement for the receipt of free visibility gear and reflective craft items

•

register seniors who participate in education about the safety campaign and receive gear

•

distribute free gear to seniors and compile their comments and stories

•

report out at a final event to describe their project, share stories, and suggest how to move
forward.

Organizations were given four weeks to develop their own WBS projects: envision participation,
compile a wish list of safety gear and/or crafts based on potential participants, submit a Project
Agreement (Appendix B), and recruit volunteers to serve as SAs.
During the summer months, the A&M Co-Chairs and Campaign Coordinator worked on purchasing
gear and craft supplies, preparing a Toolkit for SAs to recruit, educate and register participants, and
organizing an SA training event (Appendix B). Wish lists far exceeded the budget. Discounts on bulk
quantities were obtained from MEC (Slaplit™ bands, Seattle Safety Sash™, Yarn Canada (Red Heart
Reflective™ yarn), Unique Promotions (swivel lights), Fiber & Rhythm Crafts (Retroglo™ yarn), and
Fabric Time Solutions (Scotchlite™ reflective tapes). 730 pieces of four different ready-made gear
were obtained.
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WBS-NP spanned the low-light winter months from October 2017 to the end of February 2018. With
the help of Committee members and volunteers, training was delivered on October 4th by the A&M
Co-Chairs to 37 Safety Ambassadors (SAs) and representatives from 16 Partner Organizations
(POs). Representatives from the Insurance Corporation of BC (ICBC), Vancouver and North
Vancouver police departments, City of Vancouver Seniors Advisory Committee participated. POs
received and signed for gear and craft supplies aligned with their wish lists. Grocery store gift cards
worth $25 were distributed to POs along with gear to help with campaign promotion.
Throughout the winter months, the Neighbourhood WBS projects unfolded. We were in frequent touch
with 40 SAs via six newsletters and a Facebook page. During the campaign, SA’s took photos (with
signed consents) for the Facebook page and collected stories and comments. In February, 203
campaign participants who provided SAs with their email addresses were sent a Survey Monkey
questionnaire (Appendix E). At the end of the 18-week campaign, each project submitted a final
report about their project (Appendix C). A campaign Finale held on March 14, 2018, brought together
34 SAs and PO staff. SA’s for each project presented their stories and heard representatives from
Best Environmentally Sound Transportation, the City of Vancouver Transportation Planning
Department and Seniors Advisory Committee speak about further engagement opportunities on
pedestrian issues.
To reward SAs for their efforts, the A&M Committee collected donations (umbrellas, toques, books,
etc.) and purchased various demonstration visibility gear and gift cards to distribute as prizes during
the training and finale events. SAs also received certificates of completion and appreciation.

Outcomes
As with the pilot project of 2016-2017, demand for reflective gear that was distributed free of charge
far outstripped availability. An estimated 570 participants registered although Safety Ambassadors
(SAs) reached larger audiences through individual encounters, small groups and larger gatherings
(fairs, meals, meetings). We found:
•

The Setting in Motion event generated Project Agreements from 17 POs in Vancouver,
North Vancouver, New Westminster and Bowen Island.

•

All SAs used the 13-item Toolkit of research and communication materials. 50% used
more than half, with the trifold brochure and posters getting the most use (Appendix C).

•

SAs were diligent about registering the 570 campaign participants (Appendix A) and
collecting comments from them (Appendix D).

•

Feedback definitely indicated enthusiasm for increased visibility (Appendix D) and more
than two-thirds of those surveyed indicated an ongoing willingness to continue using
reflective and light-emitting gear (Appendix E).

•

Participants indicated that the project enhanced their awareness of pedestrian safety
measures and that wearing gear at times provoked conversations in the community about
pedestrian safety (Appendix D).

•

SA presentations at the Finale and an email survey indicated benefits from the
ambassador role in that it gave them an opportunity to expand their contact with seniors in
meaningful ways (Appendix D).

•

Scotchlite™ adhesive/sew-on/iron-on materials allowed some groups to be creative in
designing safety gear and modifying existing garments and equipment with patches and
6
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strips. Red Heart yarn was popular and demand exceeded our pre-orders. Retroglo carryalong reflective thread was not as popular for use with assorted yarns. Hats, scarves,
fingerless mittens were given to seniors.
•

Light-emitting gear comprised the majority (68%) of ready-made gear distributed to POs.
Of survey participants reporting which gear they used, 33% reported using the Slaplit™
band and 35% the flashing swivel light. For recipients of reflective gear, 31% reported
using a sash and 17% a silver snap band.

What We Learned
Our literature research on pedestrian safety, especially regarding seniors, revealed disquieting
statistics about accidents in BC and Vancouver that only get intermittent media coverage. This
information was a central part in the Toolkit created for SA use (Appendix B).
The comments, stories and survey results collected in this campaign represent considerable
grassroots support for increased pedestrian visibility for seniors (Appendices D & E). Seniors will
wear visibility gear, whether reflective or light-emitting, and develop the habit of using it. Most indicate
that gear increases their awareness of safety measures and makes them feel safer (Appendices D &
E).
Seniors who wore visibility gear engaged in discussions about pedestrian visibility within their
communities; their friends, family, frontline service staff, and strangers (Appendices D & E).
Judging by the dedication of staff time to the project it was clear that there was genuine commitment
by Organizations to furthering the objectives of Walk and Be Seen. Fourteen SAs were paid staff,
mostly busy seniors’ programmers, who added this (and often more!) to their workload: collecting and
submitting participants’ comments and stories, taking photos and obtaining consents, completing print
copies of the survey with participants who were unable to participate online, prepare a project report,
and finally; attending two 3.5 hour events (October 4th training workshop, March 14th Finale).
Volunteer SAs made significant contributions of time and effort to the campaign, often adding to their
existing community commitments (Appendix D). SAs remained engaged in the campaign from
beginning to end with the help of digital communications: access to the online Toolkit; six emailed
newsletters and a Facebook page; collection of registration sheets; online survey and Eventbrite™
Finale invitation.
Various technologies (email, PowerPoint, MailChimp, SurveyMonkey, Eventbrite, Google Drive,
Facebook, audio and video files, etc.) made it possible to communicate with 40% of campaign
participants. 60% did not provide email addresses.
Campaign management required hundreds of hours of volunteer time from the Co-Chairs in particular
as well as A&M Committee members. The Campaign Coordinator contributed more than 15 hr/month
in October and February/March to help with technology and events. Continuing support from Kitsilano
Neighbourhood House staff provided grant oversight, facilities, and equipment.
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Recommendations
Based on the feedback collected during of the past two years with Walk and Be Seen projects (the
pilot project as well as the Neighbourhood Projects), we recommend that more information on
pedestrian visibility be provided to the community. To achieve this we urge:
1. Health Authorities to recommend that consumers wear visibility gear that i) meets European
safety standards (tested for visibility at specific distances) ii) is large enough to be seen at
distances matching city speeds iii) is placed for visibility at 360°. Seniors seem to prefer lightemitting gear but may have difficulties manipulating switches or replacing batteries. Affixing
reflective strips or patches to garments or accessories can also be effective.
2. Pharmacies, clinics, doctors’ offices, community centers, recreation facilities, and activity
groups to distribute cards/brochures/ posters about pedestrian visibility and offer effective
reflective or light emitting items.
3. Existing school traffic safety programmers to include recommendations for road user visibility
gear/apparel.
4. Everyone to be encouraged to use umbrellas, walkers, and outerwear that incorporate
reflective or LED lights.

Summary
Greater attention to pedestrian visibility in public safety campaigns will lead to increased acceptance
of visibility gear as a norm. Fashion designers and garment/accessory manufacturers are likely to
respond to this market demand. This project has demonstrated the capacity and willingness of
community organizations to promote pedestrian visibility with the ultimate goal of reducing traffic
fatalities. The next step must be taken beyond the goodwill of volunteers!
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Appendix A - Data Summary

Number of Partner Organizations (POs) participating in Neighbourhood Projects

17

Number of separate projects carried out by POs
Number of Safety Ambassadors (SAs)
Paid staff serving as SAs
Senior volunteers serving as SAs

23
40
14
27

Number of registered participants in campaign (October 2017-February 2018)

517

Number of registered participants providing email addresses for survey follow-up

203

Ready-made gear items purchased
Slaplit™ LED bands
Flashing swivel lights with hook fastener, WBS and WSH logo
Ikea, Beskydda™ silver reflective snap bands (packets of 4)
Seattle Safety Sash™(black, fluorescent yellow or orange, reflective strip)

730
170
300
70
190

Total ready-made gear distributed to POs*
Ready-made gear distributed to participants who registered with SAs**
Balls of Red Heart™ reflective yarn distributed to POs
Reels of Retroglo™ reflective thread distributed to POs

659
517
160
24

Project survey respondents:
Using light-emitting gear
Using reflective gear
Frequency of gear use (Most of the time + All of the time)
Feeling safer than not wearing gear (Somewhat safer + Much safer)
Planning to use gear next year (Most of the time + All of the time)***

59%
41%
62%
88%
69%

* Some gear was held back from distribution on October 4th to meet anticipated project demands for
more and to engage seniors at various public events
** Most SAs endeavored to register participants in order to collect feedback from them. One
explanation for the discrepancy in numbers between gear POs received and number of recipients
registered is that some individuals were reluctant to give personal contact information and were given
gear without documentation.
*** Comments indicate that this was a poorly worded question. It should have added “….in low-light
conditions.”
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Appendix B – Safety Ambassador Toolkit
Information and FAQ:
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WBS Campaign Presentation PowerPoint:
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Tri-Fold Brochure:
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Background Information and Research:
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Ambassador Recruitment Poster:
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Campaign Participant Poster:
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Consent for Email and Facebook:
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Craft Description(s):
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Agreement for Neighbourhood Projects:
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Wish List for Gear:
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Certificate of Completion:
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Sample Newsletter:
Newsletter # 6 February 19, 2018
Walk and Be Seen Neighbourhood Projects 2017-18
Dear Safety Ambassadors,
Congratulations! We are almost at the end of the Walk and Be Seen campaign for 2017-2018! Of course we urge walkers
to use their gear all year ‘round but the WBS project will be finished at the end of February.
Important communication and dates:
1. Final Report requested from each WBS-NP 2017-18 site
An email will go to the main contact for each location of WBS, asking that ONE person from each project fill out the
final report. Report Due: March 2, 2018.
2. Final Survey for all participants sent by Survey Monkey
All participants, Safety Ambassadors and registered walkers, will receive the final survey which takes only a few
minutes to complete. If you require the survey in another language please let us know and we will do our best to
accommodate your request. Your input is extremely important as it will help us make recommendations for further
work in pedestrian visibility and safety in our Final WBS-NP 2017-18 report. Survey Due: March 2, 2018.
Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RWSBPM9
3. Walk and Be Seen Pedx Talks and Finale:
Date:
Time:
Location:

March 14, 2018
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Kitsilano Neighbourhood House (2305 W 7th Ave)

All Safety Ambassadors are invited to this event! An invite will be emailed to you and we ask that you RSVP for this
event by March 2, 2018. This is our final gathering and we are anticipating great sharing, good energy and delicious
food! MP Joyce Murray (Vancouver Quadra) will be addressing the group after our catered lunch and then there will
an informal verbal report from each site! There will be lunch, prizes and a celebratory cake!!
Link: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/walk-and-be-seen-201718-pedx-talks-and-finale-tickets-42806664887
4. Extra gear:
If you have any extra gear which you do not anticipate using, please bring it to the Finale.

And finally…
Thank you to each of you for your work as Safety Ambassadors for WBS! We could not have done this project without you
coming forward and volunteering your time and energy! We trust that this important work will continue in some form in
your locations in the future.
Stay safe and visible… we are all proud to be SEEN-IORS!

Thanks you again,
Sabina, Lynn and Zoë
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Appendix C – Final Reports from Neighbourhood Projects WBS 2017-2018
All 17 Partner Organizations submitted Final Reports-NPs on a form provided by WBS. Their reports
included valuable data and comments from lead SAs regarding projects and participants. However,
image files for all of these NP Final Reports made this document 44 pages longer and therefore
unwieldy for distribution in digital format. Instead, we include a sample report to show the kinds of
information collected.
We regret having to withdraw the NP-Final Reports from this document but can make the data and
comments available to those who need additional indicators of WBS-NP outcomes. Here are the
Partner Organizations in WBS-NP 2017-2018:
1.

Brock House Society

2.

Century House Association

3.

Dunbar/Ryerson United Church

4.

False Creek Community Centre

5.

Frog Hollow Neighbourhood House

6.

Kerrisdale Community Centre Seniors Centre

7.

Killarney Community Centre Seniors Association

8.

Kitsilano Neighbourhood House

9.

Marpole-Oakridge Family Place

10.

Mount Pleasant Neighbourhood House

11.

North Shore Neighbourhood House

12.

Queensborough Community Centre

13.

Snug Cove House Society

14.

South Granville Seniors Centre

15.

St. Andrews Wesley United Church

16.

S.U.C.C.E.S.S.

17.

Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship Centre Society
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Appendix D – Comments Collected During the Campaign
Participant responses to the campaign:
The Walk and be Seen program was very helpful and popular with my neighbors and me. Thanks for
your information and initiative on this program. It’s excellent!
The basic idea of using C. House as a conduit for this project is wonderful. Strongly support. The
contribution of the craft group(s) is also wonderful. Big Thank You.
C. House should never stop supporting this worthy cause.
We agree that this is a good project and thank you to C. House for supporting this project.”
There was general agreement that this project increased exercise, social interaction and community
safety.
An excellent and valuable project which should be continued if possible.
It was amazing opportunity for me as a staff at the MPNH as well as our walking ambassadors who
were ran 2 workshops with total of 17 participants.
For the ambassadors, it really helped in improving their Leadership skills by being responsible of a
certain designated task, also this campaign helped in their connectedness by getting new friends and
more socializing.
One senior who was doing lots of volunteering at MPNH had ligament tear of her leg and was unable
to come to MPNH or even out her home, and by giving her the Yarn to knit the Head bands at home,
she was able to continue volunteering while at home in addition to making her friends to visit her more
through bringing from her the head bands or giving her more Yarn.
Another senior who had the sewing machine, it was a great chance for her to market her skills by
putting her sewing machine in the Hall of the MPNH where everyone from different programs who
came to visit ,saw her and asked about what she was sewing. After her sewing the reflective tapes on
around 15 Jackets, dog suits, gloves and hats, she empowered herself more and applied for a job
with seniors at MPNH.
The third senior, who wasn’t able to attend the training but was able to spread the information and
explaining the initiative by showing other seniors the reflective gears in an ongoing Walking Club that
runs at the Olympic Village .
At MPNH, we had a Walking challenge for our seniors where we gave them Pedometers with tracking
Calendar for the month of November and by the end of that month i used the knitted Toques to be the
prizes for the seniors who got the highest numbers of steps in their Calendar, then the Head bands
for the second group, reflective bracelets, flashing lights and the small info packages for the rest.
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It was a good chance for our seniors to talk more with each other and share their personal stories
about being “scared to walk by themselves at night because the streets became busier than before
and the drivers are so fast.
Anything to make us visible and feel safer is welcome. Maybe ICBC can get involved in providing
"gear" for pedestrians, so number of accidents/claims can be reduced? Thank you for spearheading
this effort on behalf of New West seniors.
We have all experienced people coming up to us and asking where we got our "walk and be seen
flashers", even when they weren't turned on.
Participant response to gear: difficulties, preferences, availability:
The members of the craft group liked working with the wool with the retroreflective in it and found that
it really works in the dark. They have a mixture of people between 70 and 90 with whom they have
given the finished products. The feedback has been positive.”
I like the headband that I knit but I just don't always wear something so warm.
I love the hat and scarf that I have received. The reflective yarn is great. The only drawback is that
sometimes it is too mild to wear a hat and scarf so it is good to have other reflective items.
I also really appreciate the reflective tape you gave me for my cane. I have adorned the cane in two
places, top and bottom, and it makes me feel more secure and visible crossing busy streets.
I have been wearing my hat at times and have used my scarf to tie to my wheelie cart when it's been
too warm to use as a scarf. I do feel safer when I'm walking home from Century House after 4:00 pm
and it is dark out. I bumped into a friend when I was out walking wearing my hat and her comment
was that she could certainly see me and my hat glowed!!!!
I heard from one other person who made a headband and a scarf. She said that it's been a bit too
warm to wear her items but she did have her sister park her car on the street and had her model her
scarf and headband and said it really did stand out.
I knitted a hat with reflective yarn for my brother and then I bought more wool. I have become even
more creative in my knitting!
The yarn is wonderful! I am knitting a headband and am looking forward to trying it out when it is
finished.
One of pictures I sent in was that of G. wearing the hat his Mom had made him from the reflective
yarn. It is one of the three photos that I sent on Jan. 27th. H., G.’s Mom, had pneumonia just before
Christmas, spent Christmas in hospital, recovered from the pneumonia but before she could go home,
she had a stroke and sadly, passed away at the beginning of January. This hat was the last thing she
was able to make.
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Seattle Safety Sash™
With respect to the retro-reflective sash, it was noted that this is not as easy to place on over their
head after they put on their heavy winter clothes and overcoats or rainwear. The sash may be good
for younger people who are a bit thinner and very lithe, but when you have a few blocks to walk in the
cold, and possibly rain, most seniors know that it is best to dress warmly. Am not sure if someone
could come up with a solution for sashes for less lithe seniors, altho' it would be nice.
One of participants love the reflective sash, it is easy to put in her carry bag and use it anytime, and
also no need to worry about battery dying out. It also encouraged her keep activity during winter time.”
Having my sash in my pocket in my means it is constantly available to slip on when it gets gloomy
which seems to be around 4pm these days. I was at MEC buying a slap band for an elderly friend,
she loved it, I passed on your tip about holding it in your hand.
The sash is floppy. I need to put it crossways and it is best if I put a belt on top of it. I think it is better
than nothing. Overall I am pleased with it.
I have tried a couple of different reflective items and I like the reflective sash the best. I have had
people comment that it really makes me visible when out walking. The yellow light is also good but
unfortunately it stopped working in a short amount of time.
I like the sash but I find that it does not sit well when being worn. It is especially small when I wear my
winter parka.
One lady stated that the sash is too small to wear over winter coats.
The grey stripe doesn’t reflect light in the dark unless coming vehicle gets very near. Has no
confidence wearing it.
Not very useful because it only reflects light when a car gets very near.
Not very useful.
Isn’t very useful as it doesn’t emit light on its own.
V. uses a wheelchair and was delighted to try out this on her wheelchair. She had reported that she
received more respect from the drivers as they see flashing light. But, at times, both parties were
uncertain to who should advance first. She thought maybe the drivers had mistaken “green” as “you
go ahead”. She needed to hold back until she was motioned to cross. She felt “red” might have been
clearer to both parties. (She wished she had another one on the other side of the wheelchair. She
feels a lot safer having this on her wheelchair).
M. was delighted with having this on her walker. She can be seen by drivers and feels confident to go
out.
I. has it hanging on her bag as she walks. She likes it as she is seen when she walks.
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A couple of them, took seams off and made it into a long sash so that they can tie it around their
bodies.
A leader of one of the groups, helped others by taking the seams off and putting velcro on it to help
ease of putting it over the shoulder or preferred around the body.
Pole walking group members are wearing sash and slap on to walk during our walks for visibility in
numbers. Some walk after dinner as well Many of the elder seniors (80 and over) did not wish to
have this as they found it difficult to put it over their head (reach insufficiency by them) as well as
putting it over the winter jacket was tight and difficult.
The younger seniors who are using them found it useful, but wished that reflector reflected at all times
not only when headlights shine on them. Reflection of the sash worked only when headlights shone
on it and at a close distance. Users point of view. Drivers point of view unknown.
One person took it apart at the joint and remade it with two rings so it would be easier to put around
the body instead of going over the head to the shoulder.
A couple of them, took seams off and made it into a long sash so that they can tie it around their
bodies.
A leader of one of the groups, helped others by taking the seams off and putting velcro on it to help
ease of putting it over the shoulder or preferred around the body.
Pole walking group members are wearing sash and slap on to walk during our walks for visibility in
numbers. Some walk after dinner as well Many of the elder seniors (80 and over) did not wish to
have this as they found it difficult to put it over their head (reach insufficiency by them) as well as
putting it over the winter jacket was tight and difficult.
The younger seniors who are using them found it useful, but wished that reflector reflected at all times
not only when headlights shine on them. Reflection of the sash worked only when headlights shone
on it and at a close distance. Users point of view. Drivers point of view unknown.
One person took it apart at the joint and remade it with two rings so it would be easier to put around
the body instead of going over the head to the shoulder.
The reflective sash was too small to put over a heavy coat - it needs to be much longer.

Ikea Beskydda™ reflective bands
My visually impaired friend finds the reflective bands easy to use and she says they give her
confidence in being out on her walks.
E. has put one on her cane as she walks to the Centre and the rest on her wrist and ankle as well as
on her bag.
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Slaplit™
I have used the LED red armband the most.
Mrs. C leaves home 5:30 am in the morning to go to swimming pool for her daily swim. She feels safe
and more visible now as she wears slaplit band.
I've really enjoyed having the flashing band, which I wear around my ankle to complement the
reflective stripes of my bright yellow rain jacket. Not only do I feel more visible, I've noted that drivers,
when I'm crossing the street, seem more inclined to stop for me, as if they are reminded of their
obligations and general 'safety' by the flashing band.
We have used our slap lit band quite a few times while walking. We feel as though we are much more
visible to traffic than when we did not have them. G. wears his on his right arm and I wear mine on my
left arm so we are visible on both sides!
I have had many people comment on the red LED armband and how visible I am when out walking.
Others would like to know where to buy one and I would also like to purchase some for presents.
I love my slap lit band. It’s easy to carry, and to switch from purse to backpack, or whatever I’m
carrying everything in that day. I have only forgotten it once!
Getting used to wearing my slaplit red glow-worm armband and I am loving it. I like the 2 speed
control, steady glow or flashing light options. Very useful on these dark and rainy nights! Thanks for
this great tool.
Further I've had a number of people stop me in the street to comment positively on my band and ask
where I got it.

Swivel light
We wore a variety of tags and reflectors; the tag one I received was excellent. I placed it on my jacket
zipper pull and it was easily seen. Some of my neighbours used reflectors on their dogs as well as
themselves just to give additional protection, especially when crossing dark corners with cars which
were turning.
I do use my green light a lot. I have put it on a lanyard so I can wear it around my neck. It is really
bright!”
I have used it several times on these dark and rainy nights. It has caught the attention of my
colleagues. The flashing light is particularly attention getting.
It’s also easy to turn on and off. I thought I would be too self conscious to use the flashing feature,
but I’ve decided it’s much more visible, and quicker to turn completely off when I get onto buses,
since only one click, not two, is then required. Several bus drivers have remarked upon how easy I
am to see at bus stops.
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I used the round yellow LED reflector when I was out walking with my grandchildren as they delivered
their papers. It was so great that they could see me that it inspired me to go out and purchase a
similar product for my grandchildren. Now I can spot them from a distance and I'm sure they are also
more visible to cars as well.
I use my yellow light and the red LED light. I'm out early in the morning and the lights make me feel
safer. I have had drivers comment that it makes me visible early in the morning. I found some lights
that you can put on your shoes. This fits with the information provided by the Walk and Be Seen
Campaign that to have lights on moving parts makes the more effective.
The yellow light is great but unfortunately it would not turn off and now the battery is dead. I got a
second yellow light and it is now dead as well. This is unfortunate as this light makes me very visible
as I ride my bike and walk.
I have the yellow flasher and the little silver walker. The latter raises the curiosity of passers-by even
during the day, and I gladly preach the gospel every time, with only positive responses. The flasher
(when on) causes more attention, though. I do feel it makes a difference in the dark or gloom, it
certainly does to my confidence. Let’s hope flasher seniors don’t now boldly step forth without
minding drivers and traffic lights.
The device is a bit hard to place on one’s clothing. The fastening bit is somewhat short and very stiff.
Arthritic old hands may not manage it, especially as it fits only some rather small zippers or other
spots on one’s attire/attachments to hold onto (the whole in the clip is very small). I cannot even get
the drawstring of a jacket waist or hood through it to tie it with a knot.
I am out riding my bike as well as walking. I use both the yellow light and the red LED band. I feel like
I need both to be seen.
The function button is also quite small, especially for clumsy or arthritic or trembling older hands. For
me it means a two-handed job to find it and turn it on and further on (or off). Gloves must first come
off. I’ve actually found myself stopping in a crosswalk trying to get the thing pushed down far enough,
trying to balance handbag, glasses, gloves, umbrella, wave to drivers, and button, in my 4 or 5
hands. Good side: it encourages mindful walking. I have since extended the clip with a large safety
pin.
From friends I have heard one can replace the battery, which may be found in some dollar stores.
This is great info and would be good to trumpet about. Ditto: how to do this, i.e., pull the yellow round
part off the black top parts.
The bright green flasher is attached to my bright green rain jacket. It is so handy to have it there as
when the darkness comes, it always seems to catch me by surprise, then I can have the joy of turning
on my handy flasher.
I had an encounter with a woman while I was walking down to the church for badminton last night. I
had my flashing green light dangling from my finger while holding my badminton racquet. As she
passed me, she exclaimed “What a wonderful idea! That brilliant flashing light sure does show up
quite a long way away.” So I explained to her where/why I got it and she thought it was marvelous!
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We have had people coming up to us and asking where we got our "walk and be seen flashers", even
when they weren't turned on. Here's a couple of design issues that, if fixed, may help future users.
The reflective sash was too small to put over a heavy coat - it needs to be much longer. The clip-on
holder for the flasher is difficult to put on and we had one person who lost hers because it wasn't
secure. Also, it can be difficult to activate as the "button" is small and sometimes hard to locate.
We have had many people ask about where we got our flashers from and all had good comments
about them. Until we got them we didn't realize how often we are out in the dark at this time of year
and how much safer we feel with the flashing lights.
A bigger clip on the light would be much more functional. Larry's cracked by accident but is still
functioning.
With so many pedestrians being hit - even on crosswalks – I wanted to give you an update on the
"Walk and be Seen" program. The flashing light that we can attached to coat, bag etc is a big hit and
those of us wearing them are constantly being asked where we got them. Any chance we could get
more or have New Westminster Police give Century House some? It is so dark out and we're getting
lots of compliments from drivers on how "visible" it makes us.
I have my reflective gear on my jacket when I go to my exercises in the evening and to choir
practice. I get a lot of positive comments from the people that see my gear. They believe it is a great
idea. They like especially the flashing green button. They 'd ask where I got it from. I definitely
support the cause of "keeping the senior population visible "
The flashing light is on especially in the night. It is attached my handbag, never leave home without it
!! Friends ask me where I can receive one?
…one of our first ambassadors has already provided us with some feedback, as she walks to and
from the ferry both morning and night in the dark. The feedback was that though she is only (!) 64,
she found the clasp on the flasher too hard to open, and gave up…wondering if you’ve heard this
from other people? (I’ve found it a little tricky myself, but persevered!).
Mrs. K visits her mom every day after dinner at the nursing home, which is two blocks away from her
house. She feels safe when she uses the led swivel light and crossing the busy Renfrew street.
It gives me more confidence.
I use my yellow light and the red LED light. Both work well and I sometimes use one during the day if
it's rainy and gloomy out.
At first she used the sash. Found it not reflecting light in the dark. Switched to green pendant light
and found it very useful. Feel safer walking in the dark.
Returned gear after two weeks because batteries turned dead after one week.
Very useful when she went out at about 5 am in the dark, feels safer when walking. Bus stops when
driver sees the blinking light. Her friends asked where to buy the gear.
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Left home at about 6:15 am every morning. Found that drivers usually drive slowly past or even stop
to let her pass. Feels safe with gear.
Very useful because she always black clothing in winter. Drivers stop to let her pass. People asked
about the gear. She leaves at 6:30 am.
Leaves home at 5:45 am, six days a week. Drivers stopped vehicles when seeing blinking
light. Now, bus drivers stop the bus to let her get on instead of skipping stop. She worried about the
batteries may become dead after some time. I told her where to buy new batteries for replacement.
Found it very useful. He walks slowly and feels safer when crossing the intersections with the
blinking light on. Goes out five days a week at 6:00 am. Uses it every time. Also regards the blinking
light as kind of a flashlight.
Found it very useful. Feels safe walking in the dark streets early in the morning. Her daughter is
interested and wants to get one. Yvonne worries that the batteries might have a short lifespan.
One lady stated that the flasher's clip is hard to open with arthritic hands and therefore not easily
moved from jacket zipper to handbag.
He has poor eye-sight. He feels safer walking with the gear. He left home at about 6:15 am every
morning. Found that drivers usually drive slowly past or even stop to let him pass.
Found it very useful. Drivers slow down cars to her pass.
Found it helpful. She uses it early in the morning while her daughter uses it when going out on her
night shift work. She and her friends want to know where to buy it.
Goes out early in the morning when it is still dark. Found the gear useful.
Useful for her because she sometimes has to go out walking in the dark early in the morning.
Found it very useful.
Has not used it a lot of times. Will use it more.
Has not used it a lot.
The clip-on holder for the flasher is difficult to put on and we had one person who lost hers because it
wasn't secure. Also, it can be difficult to activate as the "button" is small and sometimes hard to
locate.
Participant responses regarding habit formation and awareness:
I have been wearing the sash and the hat set but sometimes I forget to put them on before I go out. It
would be best to have reflective material on most coats, especially winter coats, so this would not be
an issue.
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I have forgotten to use my light. I will try to be better at putting it on. Someone suggested that I should
put it on my purse.
This is a good thing and we should all have more than one. Of course, we should also all have
several little silver persons with us so we could leave them on more than one outer garment or
backpack.
I would say the most noticeable change for me is the number of conversations I have had with many
people about safety issues on those dark rainy evenings, and the West Side Senior Hub. I have used
the cuffs on my purse straps as well on my wrists. I now can also see the value of the reflective
sashes…something I have tried to avoid as they don’t seem very stylish…a small concession for
one’s safety. It seems to me small lights would be a good addition as well and will be in the stocking
stuffers this year. So a conversion on my part. Thank you.
Other people are saying “What a great idea”. Everyone sees the wisdom but the commitment to
change behavior is a harder next step. A project like this can help change the habits of using it. It is
now in my consciousness.
Several participants shared their experiences with family and friends. Others were approached by
strangers to find out where to locate the devices.
When driving early in the morning, especially when it is raining, people out walking are almost
invisible. I am a lot more conscious of pedestrians since the Walk and Be Seen project has started
and notice how construction workers, with reflective gear, are so much more visible over pedestrians
without reflective gear. The only other people that I have seen (outside of the walk and be seen
group) that have a light or reflective gear are dog walkers. However it's the only the dog that has the
light and the person does not. It still helps when the dog has the light but it would be good for the
person to have one too
I carry my reflective/flasher gear at the ready to wear should I wind up heading home after dark and I
do feel more confident when wearing the flasher. No one has asked me about my reflective/flasher
gear, although someone pointed to the brightness of my yellow umbrella for after dark use.
Yes, getting to be a habit, every time I take the dog out at night, I slap it on! I feel safe wearing it, and
have added a headlamp as well since our streets are quite dark these days, esp in the rain! No
comments from other dog walkers or pedestrians, but I like being the little red glow worm of our
neighborhood!
The flashing light and reflective banner are regular adornments.”
I have the flashing light, little white walking man, and N.West. Smiley Face, so I don't need to keep
moving them around. I always have something hanging from me and receive inquiries from other
people as to where I got them. Yes, I do support the cause.
We travel "on foot" extensively around the lower mainland and are very conscious of the perils facing
pedestrians.
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While driving I noticed a runner with a flashing light on her head as well as a flashing wristband. As a
driver I felt very comfortable noticing where the runner was headed.
Most participants found this free gear is really a good thing to promote healthy living, it allow them
using the right gear in the dark when they need to leave home to any activities.
I find now if I forget my sash, I feel guilty!
I have talked to a lot of people about visibility…. It also makes me more aware. I pay more attention. I
don’t go into complacency when I wear my sash.
I feel when I am wearing my sash that I am almost an ambassador or a model. I feel a bit more
responsible for my own actions and I am ready for conversations!
Most do not go out after 4pm. But all became much more aware of others and their habit.
Two are more aware of becoming slower as they grow old and that they cannot trust their reflexes as
much.
One lady coined the term 'defensive walking' and adopt a 'survival behavior'.
One calls herself 'preacher' because she wants that everybody becomes aware of the need to be
visible. She got her grandchildren to wear yellow reflective raincoats for which schoolmates are
jealous.
One lady stated that it is hard to find light colored coats and if there are any to buy, they come only in
junior sizes. Being fashionable means dark.
Several comments on the positive action of wearing the device - also made them more aware of other
safety measures.
One individual was concerned that it was one more item to remember to wear.
We talked to friends and family, complete strangers we met on the street.
A new walking group was formed after hearing about this program
I am looking constantly at where to buy equipment that reflects or is lighted up and easily worn. I have
purchased myself a wholly reflective umbrella. My children received runner t-shirts with reflective
fabric crossing over their backs and fronts. They already wear runners with reflective parts. My
daughter-in-law organized me online, a band that is worn like a backpack but the band and centers
were the bands cross can be lighted up with led lights in different colors. It is comfortable to wear over
any coat.
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Comments from Safety Ambassadors at the end of the campaign:

To what degree did your involvement in WBS-NP enhance your leadership in the
community?
I found myself talking to seniors more and educating them on this pilot project.
I was already involved as a leader in the community.
I was already active at my church but did meet another group at a Catholic church.
Enabled me to connect with some new seniors who I had little face to face contact with.
Follow up with them, making sure that they continue using it, ask them for some feedback.
My commitment and involvement in the program caused me to become more connected with some of
the more obscure groups at BHS, such as Pole Walkers,Yarns and Needlecraft and certain
individuals who were recruited through information posted in the lobby.In so doing the profile of the
W&BS program was increased not only at Brock House but by extension out in the Community.
Zero degree. I was not able to make new connections. The people I connected with did connect on
their own accord and were very eager to take part in spreading the word.
Fun, it allowed us to connect to seniors, we learned the how/what of knitting, it was not only a way to
invite seniors out and be safe it was a way for them to connect as they knitted the items. We also
learnt that the "neck warmers" are lovely and warm and small enough that when a senior reached
his/her destination the neck warmer was easily stored in a purse. That the reflective neck warmers or
arm bands could also be used for a small dog. It was also surprising when we handed out the log
books how this inspired some to start or keep going with walking even on low low light days, with
more confidence.
Enhanced my leadership in the community by allowing me to connect with new people.
I learned that the community is in dire need of being seen to allow seniors to more active.
My leadership in the community was enhanced by this role in that I coordinated the walking and
knitting involvement through two programs at different venues and thus I was able to draw together
two programs which are usually quite separate due to language and culture of the participants. The
subject of safety and walking united the groups in a common endeavor and this was possible
because I was the leader of both groups and it helped them to get a sense that their groups are part
of a wider neighborhood initiative under shared leadership of the Family Place.
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What did you learn by being a Safety Ambassador for WBS-NP?
I learned how important it is in Vancouver or any city to wear reflexives at dusk and nighttime. I would
comment to folks who were walking and cycling when they were not seen and when they wore their
reflective items. I realized I wanted to extend the reflective items to more than just seniors, so I would
mention it to others to be seen.
I learned that you need to find the right reflective gear for each person. Also, that pedestrians do not
realize how invisible they are until they start to discuss it and wear reflective gear.
I found myself talking to seniors more and educating them on this pilot project.
I was very aware of low light conditions this Fall/Winter and how vulnerable pedestrians are,
especially in our rainy climate.
I just became more aware of safety issues.
I felt that the preparation session, booklet, devices were excellent. Our church members really
enjoyed taking part. The final session was very interesting to learn of the variety of projects.
It was a great opportunity to find the strong points that our seniors are interested in and find their
passion at, implement this skill in doing more workshops that they lead on their own.
Great exposure of how the seniors were in danger before, scared to walk in the evening…
I learned the importance of Proactive Planning as a means of raising awareness and developing an
interest in the delivery of a new and different programs.
I am not sure about the leadership effect, but I do think that we were heard and stimulated many lively
discussions on pedestrian safety and the health advantages of walking. We have continued hearing
from the seniors at the center.
We and others got important information from the tool kit. The reporting was fairly easy; meeting and
talking with other Safety Ambassadors was stimulating and fun.
You can lead the horse to the water but you cannot make it drink. If someone wants to be seen they
will find their own reflective gear or connect to WBS. Most people I talked to agreed with the
idea/concept of being more visible, especially as we grow older.Though the action of those people
was lacking and I not able to motivate them.
I was really aware of low light conditions this Fall/Winter and how vulnerable pedestrians are,
especially in our rainy climate.
I learned the importance of Proactive Planning as a means of raising awareness and developing an
interest in the delivery of a new and different programs.
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What were some of your challenges and successes?
I was unable to spend as much time fostering relationships with the seniors who didn’t frequent the
centre because I was also working fulltime as the seniors’ worker. I was able to converse on a
regular basis with the seniors who were here and I could always talk to them about their devices so
that was a nice connection.
All of the items given to our group were used. We did not have any battery failures with the green
toggle. Could have used more wool as we have keen knitters.
Challenges-lights burnt out fast on one of the items (then they contributed to plastic in the landfills)
Some participants wanted gear but then did not wear it.
Successes- participants got their friends and families to get reflective gear. Participants bought
reflective gear as gifts for others.
My challenges were having the people I signed up to follow up with what they thought of their items
they received. One of my friends took her reflective to wear in Hawaii and realized she needed a
flashing light rather than the sash.
My success was I reached many people and had them become aware of their vulnerability while
walking in the dark
Following up with the participants was a challenge.
Success is more engagement for the seniors and find out their passion and skills, work to let it grow
and appear.
Finding enough time, was the main challenge along with the ability to follow through on commitments
made to deliver product and information to individuals.
Another challenge was keeping some of the key people involved, once the program was in full swing.
The main success was the number of individuals signed up and active in the program (53) Also the
participation of one Ambassador in particular, ….who exceeded what was expected of her and
excelled in her responsibilities to the program.
It was gratifying to have some of the seniors respond to the discussion sessions and remember them
as time passed. We were also thanked for the free safety gear and felt that the donors were not
acknowledged enough. Getting feedback from the seniors who come and go at different times was
sometimes challenging. Most did not want to respond by e-mail. The challenge now is to get the
seniors to continue using the safety gear, and to keep active!
Even with the personal letter to my closest neighbors, I got no response. Several seniors (possible
age group of 65-75 years) who were still very active physically, are still vain and refuse to wear
something as un-fashionable as a reflective item.
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The challenge was to connect with seniors, especially those at risk of isolation. The success was
seeing the joy in their faces at receiving the necessary tools for free and allowing them the freedom to
explore the evenings more.
I was unable to spend as much time fostering relationships with the seniors who didn’t frequent the
centre because I was also working fulltime as the seniors’ worker. I was able to converse on a
regular basis with the seniors who were here and I could always talk to them about their devices so
that was a nice connection.
My challenges were mostly related to participant frailty and ill health and mobility. As the program
rolled in, I noticed perceptions that people with disabilities or temporary health challenges could not
be part of the program because they could not “walk”. The word “walk” made some of them feel that
the program could not be accessed by them. This challenge led to success when we placed
emphasis on inclusion and together looked at all the situations in which someone is outside and not
visible. We looked at participants waiting for taxi’s and Handy Dart, walking short distances or using
a walker or wheelchair and then we placed reflective gear on people and their mobility equipment,
including dogs!. We managed to turn this barrier into inclusion and I will be remembering that aspect
for next year and plan to present the information with these adaptations in mind right from the
beginning.
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Appendix E – Survey: Graphs, Comments and Recommendations
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